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Setting Up Your Learning Space at Home
 Choose a location based on your child’s learning preferences.

 Eliminate distractions. 

 Make it comfortable—but not too comfortable.

 Ensure the learning space has good lighting.

 Have all of your child’s supplies—pencils, paper, calculators, for example—
easily accessible in their learning space.

 Encourage your child to personalize their learning space by adding decorations, 
artwork, or anything else that might help them to stay motivated and be 
inspired.

 If possible, the learning space should only be used for learning; this includes 
attending classes, doing homework, studying, for example.
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If they prefer silence, a spare room or their bedroom could be good options. If they enjoy some background noise, consider choosing a spot in the kitchen or near your office if you’re working from home.Ask your child to turn off their phone and social media when they’re learning, and have the TV off as well. For older children, you may want to check out apps and tools that can help eliminate distractions Choose a chair that your child can comfortably sit in for long periods of time, and ensure they have a desk or other flat surface that can accommodate their books, laptops, and other learning supplies.
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Strategies to motivate your students at home
 Set routines (ex. Morning routines)

 Use digital organizers (calendar, planner)

 Set up breaks into their daily schedule as well

 Set-up a digital learning agreement with you child 

 Display your child’s work around the house

 Give them verbal praise on a specific assignment

 Reference: https://www.commonsense.org/education/articles/parent-tips-and-tricks-for-distance-learning



What to do when things get frustrating
Make room for well being
Get Help when you need it
Use movement and humor
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f your kid gets caught up saying negative things about themselves, encourage self-kindness by asking them what they would say to a friend in the same situation.You won't always know how to help your kid. Think about who could help fill in the gaps -- look to family, friends, teachers, and others for help. Sometimes having another adult take over removes the tricky parent/kid homework battle dynamic and lets you go back to just being a parent.Sometimes we just need to move our bodies. Physical activity can lift our spirits and get our minds refreshed for learning. Try a lunchtime block walk or a 5-minute dance party to help everyone reset and bring new energy to the day.Finding the funny right now is helpful on every front, including learning and well-being. Be silly, make wacky connections, come up with crazy answers so your kids correct you -- whatever works!
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